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Abstract
This paper discusses the hypothesis that small tunas and the various
species found in association with drifting FADs (such as "mahi-mahi",
rainbow runner, wahoo, etc.) may be biologically trapped by such a
strong association. Massive seeding of drifting artificial FADs was
observed worldwide during recenr years. In this hypothesis, we suggest
that FADs may alter sorne biological charaeteristics of epipelagic populations associated with them: migration, growth, condition factors, predation and natural mortality. As FADs are most often used in the equatorial currenrs, they tend to exhibit zonal drift. Therefore, the associated
populations would be artificially transferred from one patt of the ocean
ta another, when they would show differenr movemenr patterns in the
absence ofFADs. Naturallogs were probably beneficial in terms of ecology and evolution, because they tend ta accumulare in convergence areas,
most often considered as rich forage areas. Now, FADs are seeded in offshore areas, which are not necessarily favourable for tuna feeding. This
apparenrly strong association between fishes and drifting FADs may then
produce an unexpected biological impact on tuna populations and their
associated fauna. The plan is to test this hypothesis in the Atlanric,
developing an ad hoc research programme based on tagging, biological
and physiological studies, in association to an analysis ofhigh resolution
fishery data before and after the developmenr of the FAD fishery.
Introduction
Purse seine fishing on floating objects started in the Philippines during
the late sixties. Networks of anchored rafts, dubbed payaos, had been
deployed and were exploited by a tuna handline fishery. Sorne seiners
started fishing operations around these FADs. This fishing mode rurned
ta be very efficient and resulted in a drastic increase of catch during the
following yeats. In 1972, more than 160000 t of tuna were captured around
payaos (Marcille & Bour, 1981).
The use of drifting FADs in the purse seine fisheries is more recent: it
has been initiated in the early eighties, during experimenral surveys
conducted by the Japanese organisation Jamarc in the Indian Ocean
(Takahashi et al., 1988; Watanabe et al., 1988). Purse seiners had already
taken advantage of the tuna aggregation around natural logs, first in
the Eastern Pacific and Atlanric, and later in the Western Pacific and
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in the Indian Ocean. Ftom J apanese surveys in the Indian Ocean, it was
considered that the numbet of natutallogs dtifting in the fishety was
not important enough to maintain this type of fishing fot a latge fleet.
Therefore, the deployment of man-made tafts of different types (payao
type, steel ftames, wood frames, bamboos) was tested and studied as a
response to this issue. The conclusions of these studies, along with
other trials underraken by the putse seine fleets, were satisfacrory
enough to inttoduce this new fishing method in the putse seine and
baitboat fisheries. In the eatly nineties, this mutation was accomplished
and the ptoduction using this technique took off and came in first
position, ahead of the conventional fishing method on unassociated
(free swimming) schools (Fonteneau et al., 2000b).
In tOOt way, fishing on FAD is a method enhancing the catchability of
runa stocks. Recently, observations on the decreasing size of runas caught
with FADs in the Atlantic focused the attention to the possibility that the
aggregation of juvenile runas under these FADs would be derrimental to
sorne biological characteristics of the associated fishes, due to their
great number deployed by the fishery. This hypothesis is a new way of
seeing the impact ofFADs with a number of potential consequences on
the runa populations. In this paper, important faets on FAD fishing are
recalled and discussed with respect to this hypothesis.
Sorne facts on the association between tunas and floating objects
Drifting FAD fishing is now developed wotldwide and is catching
yeatly over one million tons of runas (Fonteneau et al., 2000). When
analysing the sizes of tunas caught by the different fisheries, it is striking
to see the great similarity of the observations, suggesting that the
undetlying aggregation process is controlled by behavioural and
physiological mIes (fig. 1).
Several hypotheses were proposed to explain the aggregation on flotsam (Fréon & Misund, 1999). Among these, the "meeting-point hypothesis" states that a FAD enhances the formation of large schools, either
ftom individuals or ftom small schools. A fish joining a grearer gtoup
Figure 1
Average sizes of tunas,
yellowfin (YFT), skipjack (SKJ)
and bigeye (BET)
(in numbers) taken un der
FADs (worldwide average,
recent years).
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will increase its probability of survival, until an optimal size is reached
(Pitcher, 1986). Schooling process occurs mainly for species of similar sizes,
which share the same habitat, have ro face the same feeding requirements
or share the same threats from the predarors.
Tunas aggregated around FADs are mostly small size fishes (Jess than
70 cm). Adult yellowfin are also found around FADs, which produce a
significant mode in weight, at 120-130 cm FL. Conversely, adult bigeye
remain in the deep, and are less vulnerable ra surface gears. Superimposing
the size distributions (in numbers) of the three species exploited by the
purse seiners, brings out a striking mode at 46 cm (fig. 1). Acoustic
observations show a peculiar vertical distriburion of tunas under a FAD,
with small individuals of different species in the upper layer and large
individuals scattered in the deeper layer (Cayré & Marsac, 1993; Josse et
al., 1999). The vulnerable fraction of this biomass ro the gears is predominandy skipjack (S8% of the catch, worldwide average 1994-1998,
West Pacific excluded) and juvenile of yellowfin (27%) and bigeye (1S%).
Artificial FADs and naturallogs: a different oceanic distribution

An example is given from the East Atlantic surface fishery. Sets on
natural logs and on unassociated schools showed distinct geographic
distributions in the late seventies. Unassociated schools (fig 2b) were
more abundant offshore (south of Equaror), whilst the distribution of
the natural logs reflected the physical properties of the environment,
namely the proximity of great river mouths and the surface current
pattern (fig. 2a). Various floating de bris (bamboo packs, groups of
branches, wooden logs) are washed up at sea by large rivers flowing
across the equarorial forests (especially the Congo river), running into
the Gulf of Guinea between SON and SoS. The circulation of surface
warers in the Gulf of Guinea is rather complex, with numerous smallscale vortex weil described by drifting buoys (Piron & Kartavtseff,
1986). The eastern part of the Gulf of Guinea is therefore considered
as a retemion zone trapping drifting debris, which is enriched by seasonal coastal upwellings from July ro September. The Lopez Cape used
ro be a productive fishing ground for the purse seine fishery during the
sevemies and the eighties. Lots of sets on natural drifting objects have
been reported, producing more than 23% of the catch (Cayré et al., 1988).
In Ivory Coast and Ghana, biological production is also enhanced by
upwelling, and the proportion oflog catches amounted ro 18% during
the eighties. Offshore (0° ro SON, 100W ro 20 0W), a westward propagating eddy system generates a retention area where logs can be
transported and trapped. In the 80s, the catch on natural objects reached
18.S% of the catch in this region which is enriched seasonally by waters
advected from the equarorial upwelling (Menkès et al., 1998). On the
overall, natural logs rend ro drift towards biologically productive areas.
Conversely, very few naturallogs were observed or fished in the offshore
equarorial area, when unassociated schools were already fished in great
numbers in this area.
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In recent years, the distributions of FADs sets (fig. 2c) and free-swimming
schools sets (fig. 2d) are very similar as the FAD fishing type has been
developed offshore. Compared tO the historical period, the artificial
FADs concentrate high runa biomass in non-conventional offshore areas,
that are generally less productive ecosystems than the coastal ones.
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Figure 2
Comparative distribution
of purse seine sets
in Iwo different periods
of the fishery: 1976-1982
on natural logs (a) and
unassociated schools Ibl;
1995·1996 on FADs (cl and
unassociated schools (dl.
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An hypothesis based on a trapping effect of the FADs

The hypothesis of the FADs acting as an ecological trap is discussed in
three related steps:
Hl: the aggregation of small runas under FADs is a fast, strong and longlasting process;
H2: the large numbers of drifting FADs in the equatorial zone can alter
the natural movements of this fraction of the runa stocks;
H3: subsequently, drifting FADs affect negatively the growth and the
natural mortality of smail runas which remain associated with FADs.
A fast, strong and long-lasting association
Experimental fishing surveys using FADs have shown a quick response
of tuna schools in the aggregation. In the Eastern Indian Ocean, the
Jamarc estimated significant amount of tuna (several tons, allowing a
purse seine set) 7 days after deployment of the FADs (Waranabe et al., 1988).
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In the Atlantic, Bard et al. (985) reported thar a FAD had attracred a
tuna school during the first hour following the deployment, and several
of these FADs were colonised by tunas within one week.
It was also nored that the baitboat fishery operating in Senegal is exploiting schools that are concemrared during very long periods of time (severai months) under the boats (Hallier et al., 1998). Tagging undertaken
in the MAC I programme has shown that the differem species (skipjack,
yellowfin, bigeye) associated with the "FAD-vessel" remain in similar
proportions with time. Moreover, sorne observations suggest that the
fidelity of the fishes to the "FAD-vessel" could be quire high. Most of the
fishes tagged are recaptured several weeks larer by the boat from which
the fishes were released, and very few tag returns are recorded in the
proximate purse seine fishery (20 miles away; Hallier, pers. comm.).
Tagging and recapture at the same FAD by the same vesse! is a remarkable event, which has been observed for juvenile yellowfin during
experimental cmises by the JAMARC in the Indian Ocean (Takahashi
et al., 1988). Results are summarised in table 1: the drift speed has been
estimated around 0.4 to 0.6 knot for fishes recaptured after a maximum
of 10 days at liberty. This speed estimate is consistent with the currem
drift (Equatorial Counter-Currem) in the area studied (Central Indian
Ocean). Two other fishes were recaptured after respectively 36 and
90 days. There is no evidence of a close and permanent association of
the fish with the same object during the period at liberty. However, such
results suggest that tunas did not undertake large oceanic movements as
usuallyexpecred.
Table 1 - Tagging and recapture at the same FAD by the purse seiner Nippon Maru of the Jamarc,
in the Indian Ocean (Takahashi et al., 1988).
Tagging-recapture

Distance (nm)

Feb. 16-18, 1988
Dec. 25-31,1986
Feb. 4-12, 1987
Jan. 27-Feb. 6, 1987
Jan. lO-Feb. 15, 1984
Dec. 27, 1987-Mar. 27,1988

Duration (days)

Drift speed (knot)

29

2

0.6

7?

6

0.5

52
54

77
144

8
10

oA

50

0.6

51
52
54

36

90

Size of fish (cm)

Ham pton & Bailey (999) reported a tagging experimenr carried out
on a single log in the Western Pacifie, demonsrrating the dispersal of
tuna from the log association after a few days. However, using a large
tag-and-release data set for different types of association, the same
authors acknowledge that the large movements exhibited by skipjack
tagged at logs could be due to the association with the original log or
with other logs that are drifting along substantial distances with the
current.
1. MAC: research programme "Mattes Associées aux Canneurs" (tuna schools associated to
baitboats) developed in Senegal between 1995 and 1999 by various Senegalese, Mauritanian
and French research institutions.
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Addressing rhe quesrion of rhe FAD rrapping eff"ecr on a long-rerm basis
does nor necessarily requires a long-Iasring associarion ra a single objecr.
In facr, we consider rhar runas may be rrapped wirhin oceanic areas characrerised by high densiries ofFADs. Already, significanr changes of species composition of runa schools have been noticed: the number ofmixedspecies free schools which were fished in rhe 1980s have been reduced
drastically in the recenr years. Almost ail the mixed-species schools are
now observed in association with FADs (Fonteneau et al., 2000b).
The observations above reported are not sufficient enough ra validate a
long-rerm associarion within a network of drifting objecrs. The fidelity
of fish ra logs or FADs has ta be investigated using ad hoc methods.
A modification of the natural movements
Large numbers ofFADs are presently released at sea. In 1998, it has been
estimated that an overall 3000 rafts equipped with radio-beacons was
monitored by the European purse seine fleets operating in the East
Atlantic from Abidjan (Ménard et al., in press). Other tuna fleets in
Ghana (baitboats and purse seiners) are also using large numbers of
artificial FADs (Bannerman, pers. comm.), so this number is likely ra
be underestimated. As shown earlier, the deployments are made in the
offshore zones, along the equator, characrerised by a westward rransport
(Sourh Equatorial Currenr). Therefore, the tunas rrapped at FADs in the
east would drift zonally (ta the west), whereas the trophic migrations
are orienred poleward. In the example of the skipjack, the ICCAT international Skipjack Year Programme, in the early eighties, has revealed
seasonal migrations from the Guinea Gulf ta the more productive areas
of Senegal (to the north) and Angola (ta the south). If juvenile tunas
remain rrapped in the Equatorial network ofFADs, they may show less
migrations to the productive coastal areas which were an importanr
component of their evolutionary and recent Iife cycle. Similar consequences
might be expected for sorne species of the fauna which are associated
to the FADs among tunas, such as "mahi-mahi" (Coryphaena hippurus)
(Taquer et al., 2000), rainbow runner (Elagatis bipinnulata), wahoo (g.
Acanthoqbium and Scomberomorus) and sorne species of sharks (Carcharinus falciformis and C. longimanus).
The two major points above mentioned were tested from the catch and
effort data set of the purse seine fishery for the period 1969-1998:
• Westward extension of the purse seine fishing grounds
Prior ta 1991, the purse seine catches in the equatarial region were essentially disrributed east of the longitude 20 0W (fig. 3a). Considering
the area 00-20 0W/5°N- 5 0S, the species composition was dominated by
large yellowfin south of the equator. The only significanr proportion
of skipjack in the catch was found south of Liberia (l00W-20 0W) in
relation ta naturallogs sets. After 1991, the fishing area srretches out
as far as 30 0W and the species composition east of 20 0W includes a
greater proportion of skipjack and bigeye than in the previous period
(fig. 3b). The increase of these two species in the catch is a consequence
of the fishing activity on FADs.
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Time series of CPUEs for 1969-1998 are presented in figure 3c ta
corn pare the trends east and west of 20 o W. The developmenc of the FAD
fishery in the early 1990s was followed by an increase of the CPUE in
both areas; this increase showed a higher magnitude west of 20 0 W.
This is likely ta be a direct consequence of a greater vulnerability of
the resource co the gear due co the school concentration at FADs. However,
the assumption of an increased abundance west of 20 0 W by immigration
of cuna associated with drifting objects cannot be rejected. Experimencs
at sea should be undertaken ta test this assumption_

Figure 3
Geographie distribution
of the catch (with speeies
breakdown) in 1980-1990
(a), sinee the development
of the FAD fishery (b), and
eorresponding CPUEs
in east and west areas
of 20·W (e).
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• Density changes of skipjack in Senegal
Various indicatars were calculated from the catch and effort statistics of
the French and Spanish purse seine fleets, in order ta assess the remote
effeets of the development of the equatarial FAD fishery on the dynamics
of skipjack population during their summer migrations ta the north. In
the Senegal zone (loo-20oN, lSO-20 0 W), skipjack is the dominant
species forming free-swimming schools. Before the 1990s, the purse
seiners were operating south of 16°N. During recent years, the fishing
grounds extended tO the north (up to 20 0 N) ta follow the seasonal
migration of skipjack: the number of 1° squares producing more than
10 tons of skipjack has increased from 16 ta 26 (fig. 4a). Despite this
Figure 4
Indicators of densily
changes of skipjack
in Senegal (] OON ta 20 o N,
15°W ta 20"W): number
of fished squares producing
more than 10 tons
of skipjack and CPUE (a),
mean number of sets
per day (b) and catch
per positive set (c).
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extension in potentially favourable fishing ateas, the CPUE index has
statted to decline since 1991 (fig. 4a), aftet a period of positive trend
during the eighties. Another indicatot, the numbet of sets pet day,
statred to decline in 1987-1988 and the decreasing trend has been
tegulat until 1997 (fig.4b). In the petiod 1980-1985, there was an
average of one set evety two days, when it was only one set evety five
days in 1996. The changes in CPUE and number of sets per day couId
denote a decrease of the population abundance. Conversely, the catch
per positive set (an indicator of the school size) has shown a positive
trend since the eatly 90s (fig. 4c), which is not in contradiction with the
trends of the othet indicatots. In facr, if we consider density-dependent
processes, the behavioural response of a population whose abundance is
declining can be a greater concentration in a limired space, such as the
formation of larger schools (pitcher, 1986).
A modification of growth and natural mortality
Few srudies have undettaken analyses of the diet of runa based on the
comparison between associated and non-associared fishes: tunas do not
feed on fish associated with the anchored FADs (Btock, 1985) nor with
the floating logs (Hunter & Mitchel, 1967). However, Yesaki (983)
found cannibalism of latge yellowfin tunas on small conspecifics associared with FADs in the Philippines. In the ftamework of the Picol0 2
programme, srudies of the tuna diet in the South Sherbro area (0-5 D N,
1O-20 0 W) taking inco account the type of association, the species and
the size, are underway. The rate of empty stomachs is very high for the
tunas caught under drifting FADs (85% vs 25% for unassociated schools),
and lower daily food rates are estimated for small-size tunas associated
to FADs, showing that drifting FADs cannot have a forage funcrion, but
would rather be a refuge.
Morphometrics sampling has been set up during 1997 and 1998 in order
to study the design ofpurse seine escapement grids (Gaerrner et al., 1999).
For the present analysis, we used the body width of skipjack caught
north of 5 oN, as a function of body length (ranging from 36 to 55 cm)
ro estimate a condition factor taking into account the type of association
(FAD-associated vs unassociated schools). Different linear models were
fitted to the data: Yi) = ai x ij + bi + fil' with y and x respectively the
body width and length of the fish j with the type of association i, and
f the residuals. Two separate slopes were not required (p = 0.068), and
a simplet lineat model with parallel regtessions allowed to explain
around 79% of the variation in the body width (tab. 2, fig. 5), showing
that for the same length, bodywidth is higher for unassociated tunas than
for FAD-associated runas. Figure 6 displays the fit of smoothing splines
with approximately 20 degrees of freedom to the data: the smoothing of
the FAD-associated data is almost always below the smoothing of the
unassociated school data. This confirms the interpretation of the tesults

2. Production Induite en zone de Convergence par les Ondes Longues Océaniques.
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obtained with the linear mode! analysis: skipjack associated with FAD
show lower condition factors in this area than skipjack caught in freeswimming schools, which is in accordance with the lowerdaily food rares
estimated on FADs. Such srudies have to be more developed, focusing on
other indicators of the condition factor, e.g. biochemical analyses of
the muscles or stable isotope ratios.

Figure 5
Body width (cm)
as a function of fork length
(FL in cm) for skipjack tunas
associated to drifting FADs
and caught on unassociated
schools north 01 5°N.
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Figure 6
Smoothing splines with
approximately 20 degrees
of freedom litted
to the body width data for
skipjack tunas associated
to drifting FADs and caught
on unassociated schools.
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Table 2 - Analysis of variance table of the different linear models on the data
of the body width versus the body length of skipjack tunas: Yij = ai Xij + b"
with y and x the body width and length respectively of the fish j with the type
of association i.
Models
Df
Residuals
Test
FValue
ofsq.
191.52
181.25
180.64

SUffi

MO: yj = a xj + b
Ml: yij = axij + bi
M2: yij = ai xij + bi

999
998
997

56.58
3.34

Ml vs MO
M2 vs Ml

Significant changes in size and mean individual weight in commercial
catches were observed during the recent period in the equatorial area,
which may be due to the FAD fishing (fig. 7). The mean individual
weight of skipjack in the South Sherbro area (OO-SON, lQoW-20 0 W)
shows a clear decreasing trend from an average 2.4 kg in 1981 to an
average 1.8 kg in 1997 (2S% decrease). As for yel1owfin, considering
both purse seine and baitboat fisheries and selecting the size of fishes
taken at FADs (less than 60 cm), a decreasing trend has also occurred
since the beginning of the eighties (2.3 to 2 kg, i.e.1S% decrease). The
decreasing mean weight of skipjack and yellowfin could be a consequence
of a size overfishing (basic lCCAT hypothesis) combined with a slower
individual growth rate. Another factor could also be considered, that
is the greater proportion of small-size tunas landed in the recent years.
The average weight being calculated from the sampling in port, we cannot
exclude that this may play a role in the observed decreasing trend.
Figure 7
Average weight of tunas taken
on FADs in the equatorial
zone: juvenile yellowfin
« 60 cm FU in the East
Atlantic surface fishery
and skipjack in the South
Sherbro area (OO_5°N
and lO o W-200W).
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Large tunas, billfishes and sharks which are potential predators of small
tunas are frequently associated with FADs (Stretta et al., 1996; Hallier
& Parajua, 1999; lATTC, 1999). This FAD association of predators and
preys may facilitate predation upon small tunas, and then may increase
natural mortality (M coefficient) of small fishes living under logs.
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Potential consequences in the perspective of stock assessment
Following this hypothesis, the effeces of the FADs on the biological
characeetistics of associated species can be summatised in the following
pOInts:
- the combined effeces of natutal schooling behaviour and attracciveness
to an anomaly of the environment would genetate huge concentrations
of juvenile tunas in association to FADs in ateas whete such types of
schooling was not obsetved before;
- a gteat density of dtifting FADs in an oceanic zone might ttap a
significant part of the populations of juvenile tunas and altet the
natutal movements towards the ttophic ateas in keeping latge fraccion
of stocks in the equatotial zone;
- the growth tate of Atlantic skipjack tunas, was estimated to be highet
in rhe tropical ateas than in the equatotial zone (Bard & Antoine, 1986).
During theit life cycle, skipjack do show alternate movements between
equatorial and temperate ateas; theit individual gtowth is an integration
of the past feeding conditions and the enetgy spent to ttavel between
these locations. Consequently, the lack of significant movements polewatds could maintain large fraceion of stocks to theit low level of growth
tate. Moteover, the concentration of fishes at FADs would also inctease
the competition fot feeding and the potential ptedation by predatots
(Bakun, 1996). This teduced growth tate and the incteased M would
teduce the biological productivity of the cottesponding populations.
The natural logs were consideted as a positive way fot small fishes co
congtegate and being ttanspocted in the converging zones whete fotage
is also concenttated (Hall et al., 1999). On the opposite, the dynamics
of tunas associated with attificial FADs, as seen in the industtial surface
fisheties, might have advetse effects on the biological features of the
juvenile tunas. With tespect to stock assessment, potential consequences
ofFADs ate significant. The use ofFADs is an impoctant factot tesponsible
of the incteased efficiency of purse seinets wot1dwide. The effects ofFADs
on the fishing powers ate difficult to assess ptecisely (Fonteneau et ct!.,
1998; lATTe, 1999; Gaectner & Matsac, 1999) but no attempt has
been done so fat to evaluate the potential effeccs of FADs on the biology of tuna.

How to test this hypothesis?
The East Atlantic industrial surface fishery is one of the fisheties whete
the transition between the different fishing modes is well documented.
In addition, reseatch programmes catried out in the past (eat1y eighties)
ptim co the development of FADs provide a refetence point allowing
a valuable comparative analysis with the current situation.
A teseatch progtamme could be proposed in initiating vatious methods:
- conventional tagging of small tunas in the FAD fishery area that would
allow a compatison of the migration pattern with the histotical tagging
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programmes (International Skil'jack Year Programme), a comparison of
growth rates by area and the assessmenr of the fidelity of tunas to FADs,
in the short and medium terms;
- acoustic tagging of FAD-associated cunas at a small-time scale, and
dynamics of groups of tunas at a medium-time scale (using codedpingers and hearing stations);
- biological analyses to address the rrophic ecology of tunas between
those associated tO FADs for a significant amount of time, and the rather
resident populations in forage-rich areas (as in Senegal). These analyses,
using stable isotOpe ratios of carbon and nitrogen, can be cornplemented by the estimation of condition factOrs based on the chemical
characteristics of the tuna flesh (fat content ... ). Such conditions factOrs
should be compared between FAD-associated and free-school cunas.
- changes in size composition of the catches in the FAD fishery area,
between histOrical and recent periods (for yellowfin, skipjack and bigeye).
- stomach contents oflarge predatOrs (billfish, sharks, large tunas) taken
under FADs.
The rCCAT Bigeye Tuna Year Programme, which is planned for a 3-year
period starting with 1999 will cover part of the above listed issues.
Conclusion
The hypothesis of drifting FADs playing as an ecological trap for cunas
in the offshore environment is worth to be further investigated. In this
paper, we have tried to put tOgether sorne facts which could suggest
biological consequences of the recent and dramatic development of
tuna fishing with drifting floating objects. On a more general point of
view, this massive deployment ofFADs could have serious implications
in terms of evolution, ecology and conservation of resources, as this
phenomenon is observed worldwide. Presently, the three parts of the
ecological rrap hypothesis are still speculative and should be seen as
a basic framework. They provide guidelines that could be useful for
ini tiating an ad hoc international research programme.
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Pêche thonière et dispositifs
de concentration de poissons
(Cara·lbe Martinique - octobre 1999)
Le colloque international «Pêche thonière et dispositifs de
concentration de poissons» organisé en octobre 1999, en
Martinique, permet de dresser un bilan, sous lorme de syn·
thèses régionales, de l'exploitation des grands poissons
pélagiques à l'aide de DCP dans les trois océans et en Mé·
diterranée. La technologie, les méthodes de pêche, l'impact sur les ressources, le comportement agrégatif des
poissons et les aspects socio-économiques de l'utilisation
des DCP sont les principaux thèmes développés. Ces travaux permettront d'assurer une diffusion large des résultats à l'échelle de l'océan mondial, de favoriser les
échanges entre les scientifiques et les gestionnaires impliqués dans le développement des systèmes DCP, de promouvoir l'émergence de thèmes et projets de recherche
scientifique et technologique, de mettre en œuvre un réseau de communication et d'échanges entre les sites et
les régions concernées.

The international symposium" Tuna Fishing and Fish
Aggregating Devices" ,October 1999, in Martinique, takes
stock of the exploitation of large pelagic fish around FADs,
based on regional synthesis for the three oceans and the
Mediterranean Sea. Main themes include technology,
fishing methods, impact on resources, biology ollish
aggregation, anthropology and economic aspects 01 FAD
exploitation. The meeting will gather and disseminate
results from recent and ongoing studies on FADs in the
dilferent oceans of the world, enhance collaboration
between scientists and managers involved in the
development of FADs, promote the emergence of scientific
and technical research, form a network for cooperation
and enhance communications between researchers in the
dilferent locations concerned.
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